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either of the given points as b. In the figure b e? is the tangent. Project it 

upon the horizontal plane into ZP1, the tangent to the parabola at b. Having 
now the tangent and diameter at 6, other tangents as those at c and cx can 
be drawn at once, and the curve can be constructed, and its axis and focus 
found. 

It only remains to show how to find the point f at which the ellipse 
through a?1? b, c, d?1 is tangent to i?. 

Suppose tP to have been found, and consider a?1&cc?)1^)asan inscribed 

hexagon with the side at t? reduced to a point; then by Pascal's theorem the 

intersections of the three pairs of lines dP, tf and 6 a0,, a?, ?? and cd?n bc 
and L? must lie in the same straight line. But as the last two are parallel, 
the line through the three intersections will de parallel to 6 c, or GL. 

If therefore we draw a series of lines 82?2y S3e3 etc. parallel to GL, and 

draw also the lines dP181y d?TS2 etc. and a?le1, a?1e2 etc, then the locus ot 
the intersections a, /2, yy etc. of these last lines will cut L? at the required 
point of contact P. 

This locus is a conic section with its center at h the middle point of aP1 d?t 
which is a diameter. It has a pair of conjugate diameters parallel to cdP1 
and b a\, and its equation referred to these diameters is 

\a(a ? at) 
^ 

\b{b ? bt) 
in which a is the distance from the intersetion of c d?1 and b aff1 to the point 
dPr; ?j that from the same intersection to ?; b that from the intersection 
to a0j; and bt that from the intersection to 7}; the lines a?1 ? and rj dP1 be? 

ing parallel to GL. 
If the upper signs of a1 and bt be taken the curve is an ellipse, if the 

lower, it is an hyperbola. The first corresponds to the case where the lines 

^i si> ^2 ?2 e^?' are drawn across the other angle between the lines cd?1 and 

fcae1, i. e. so as to cut one of them on the same side of their intersection on 
which a&! and dPr are situated, and the other on the other side, while the 
second is the case in the figure. If a\ and cP1 are equally distant from GL, 
or if ba?1 and cdP1 are parallel the locus reducestotwo intersecting right lines. 

QUADRATURE OF THE CIRCLE. 

BY PROF. AUGUST ZIELINSKI, ATTGTTSTA, GEORGIA. 

The Geometers of Antiquity used to distinguish, in the solution of math- 
ematieal problems, the geometrical solutions and the mechanical ones?the 
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former being executed by means of the ruler and the dividers only, the latr- 
ter by any other more complicated means. 

The solution of the problem of the quadrature of the circle which I am 

going to give i 
is a mechani- 
cal one. 

If NMN' 
Mf is the giv? 
en circle and 
We let it roll 
on a straight line XXf which is a tangent to the circumference at N, each 

point of the circumference will describe a cycloid, and the bases of all these 

cycloids will be equal. Let NQNf be the cycloid described by the point N 
of the circumference, and N'T the next cycloid described by this point; if 
PPf is parallel to XX', then NN = PP>. But, as Nx is the point on the 

tangent XX' where the point iV" of the circumference comes when the circle 
NMN'M' has made a complete revolution, we have, if r = ON, the radius 
of the generating circle, NNf = 2m. If we make Nn = \NNX = m, we 
will have rectangle ONnOx = r2n. If we make Nm = On?=zr, and on mn 
as diameter describe the semi-circle mn'n, it will cut the perpendicular NNf 
in B, and we shall have mN: NB :: NB : Nn, whence (NB)2 = Nn.mN- 
that is, a2 ? (NB)2 ~r.r~ ? r27r or a=NB is one side of a square NBAC, 
whose area is equal to that of the given circle NMN'M*. 

If we adapt to a small heavy disc 0 of brass or any other material, whose 
radius R is i 

known, a 

pencil a, and 

putting it on 
a plane with 
the point of I 
the p e n c i 11 

downward, we apply a ruler A to its circumference; if then by means of an- 
other ruler B pressed against the opposite point of its circumference, and 
moved quickly in a horizontal direction, parallel with the stationary ruler, 
we produce a rotation and progressive motion of the disc, the point of the 
pencil a, will draw on the plane a cycloid abax whose base will be parallel 
to the edge of the ruler; then, if bbx is parallel aax, bbx = 2Rn. 

Ifcb=R= Oo, and we want the circumference of a circle of radius Rx = 

cN9 wedraw the straight line cNx through bx making NNX parallel to bbx, 
then iscb : cNy.bbj : NNT, or R : RT::2JStt : AiV^; . ?. NVT = 2RTn. 

Hence by means of a single cycloid we can transform any clrc. into a square. 
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